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About Charlotte;
A love for property and a sense of purpose led Charlotte to establish a career in
real estate. Beginning in reception, Charlotte’s hunger for new challenges has
fuelled her acceleration through property management into business
development.
Charlotte joined Melbourne Real Estate knowing very little about the company,
but was instantly engaged by its marketing strategies and management team.
“Melbourne Real Estate has no desire to become a mainstream real estate
agency, which was so appealing to me after a career with street-front
agencies. The focus at MRE is not about getting more business, but about doing
it properly; knowing that if it’s done properly the business will organically grow.
And it has – the company’s growth is phenomenal.”
Always looking to establish mutually beneficial, long-term relationships with
clients, Charlotte understands the importance of full disclosure and cites MRE
Online 24/7 as centrally important.
“MRE Online 24/7 allows our clients to check on their properties at any time, with
total transparency. It proves our commitment to innovation – we want to be the
clear market leaders in technology, systems and procedures.”

- NO RENTAL HISTORY
- INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS

- HAS NOT VIEWED THE PROEPRTY
- LANGUAGE BARRIER
- NO COMMUNICTION

NO RENTAL HISTORY
Should the applicant not have rental history, it is most favourable for them to provide professional
written references from individual that can vouch for their ability to take on the responsibility of a rental
property.

NOT VIEWED THE PROPERTY
Applicants are required to view the property prior to submitting an application. Should this not be
possible arrange a family member or friend to inspect the property on your behalf to ensure it meets
your criteria.

LANGUAGE BARRIER
Melbourne Real Estate have 3 bilingual consultants that can deal with applicants in Mandarin.

INCOMPLETE APPLICAITON
All items on the application MUST be completed, don’t leave
anything blank.
Should you not have employment in Melbourne documents to
assist are:

-Cover Letter – explaining your situation
-Student ID, scholarship documents
-Bank Statement – displaying sufficient funds
-Letter from Parents – advising they will financially support applicant

COMMUNICATION
Applicant needs to be accessible to contact;
-Emails
-TEXTS
-Phone Calls
If we do not receive a response form the applicant it is
assumed they are no longer interested in the property.

TIPS TO IMPROVE THEIR CHANCES OF SECURING A PROPERTY
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offer rent in advance
Offer a higher rent than the asking price
Offer a higher bond than requested
Shorter lease to prove their ability to look after the property and pay rent
Cover letter outlining their intentions
Offering a cleaner fortnightly as part of their application

